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0. Introduction 
 

 Focus Sensitive Operators:  Operate on focus alternatives to their prejacent / associate:  

 i.e. the set of propositions which are identical to p except from the focused 

element, which is replaced by  

 a distinct  element of the same semantic type (Rooth 1985, (But see Fox 

& Katzir (2007), Katzir (2013)) 

 I will call such alternatives: External Alternatives 

 

Goal of this talk: To examine cases where a focus sensitive expression operates on 

‘internal’, rather the usual ‘external’ alternatives. 

 I.e. not on alternatives to p, but on alternative versions of p 

 I.e. not on distinct propositions 

 derived by replacing the focused element in p with a distinct element. 

 But on different interpretational versions of p,  

 derived by assigning a covert variable in the focused element a distinct 

value. 

 This covert variable can be a standard-on- a- scale variable (with gradable 

expressions), a covert quantifier, a domain restriction variable, a precision 

standard varaible, etc. 

 

 Main FSE illustrating the distinction:  

 the Hebrew nonaccented bixlal vs. the accented version BIXLAL 

  

 Main proposal (a revised version of Greenebrg & Khrizman (2012,a,b,c), Following 

Migron’s 2003):  

A unified semantics for both forms:  

 An even like operator, 

   presupposing high noteworthiness of its prejacent relative to its 

alternatives  

 But – unlike even – it can operate not only on ‘external’ alternatives, but 

also on ‘internal’ ones.  

o (and maybe also on speech-acts-based alternatives). 

  

                                                           
1
 The work of this paper was supported by ISF grant # 490 / 09.    
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Structure of this talk: 

 

Section 1:  A quite
*
 standard review of the semantics of even

 

 “Quite standard” – one novel observation: Domain narrowing with even is 

blocked. 

 

Section 2:   Scalar uses of unaccented bixlal : same core semantics as even (besides stronger 

context dependence) – operating on standard ‘external’ alternatives 

 

Section 3:   BIXLAL: The same even–like operation over internal alternatives 
 With one dimensional adjectives  

 With multidimensional adjectives  

 With indefinites (where the “no domain narrowing”  constraint for even is at work).  

 

(Secrion 4: Apparently non-scalar uses of bixlal  

High noteworthiness over speech-act alternatives 

 

Section 5: Other internal sensitive operators 

 doch / DOCH  

 Egg & Zimmermann 2011 

 Stam / STAM  

  (Dina Orenstein’s talk yesterday, cf. also Orenstein & Greenberg 2013) 

 x aval X, (Literally x but X)  x, and I mean X.  

 (based on joint work with Revital Shitrit)  

  more or less  (Mary more or less danced at SIX / Mary more or less DANCED at six) 

 (Based on joint work with Moria Ronen) 

 be-sax ha-kol (An exclusive particle which can yield ‘approximative’ readings)  

 (Orenstein & Greenberg 2012) 

Any other…………….????? 

 

Section 6: Summary and open questions:  

The family / continuum of internal alternative sensitive operators: 

 Association with covert variables?  

 What determines (potential / obligatory) internal-alterntives-sensitivity and what prevents it?  

 Lexical specification (another parameter distinguishin FSE?)  

 Other pragmatic / information structural factors? 
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Section 1: A brief and quite standard review of the semantics of even 

(‘quite’ – besides one novel observation)  

 

1.1. Even in English   

 

(1) ||even||
g,c

: C. p. w.q C qp  p >c q . p(w) = 1 

 

C ||p||
F

   ||p||
O
  C  q  q p  q  C 

 

 ScalarP: p is stronger than all (distinct) alternaives in C 

 Asserts:  p is true 

 

 

Three points to note about (1):
2
 

 

First point: No additive / existential presupposition (unlike e.g. Kartunnen & Peters (1979)) 

 

(Rullman (2007), Lahiri (2008)): 

 

(2) John is an associate professor and Mary is even a FULL professor 

(3) (Seller to client):  

Both tools are strong. The one on the right is made of strong aluminum, and the one on 

the left is even made of STEEL. 

 

 No implication that Mary has any other academic rank, or that the tool on the left is made 

of any other material besides steel 

 

 

Second point: Universal quantification in the scalar presupposition can to be kept 

 Kay (1990), Rullman (2007), Lahiri (2008): Many cases where p is not ‘strongest’,  

 but ‘stronger’ than salient alternatives (e.g. Kay’s ‘context proposition’): 

 

(4)  (There were 10 problems in the quiz): John solved 5 problems. Mary even solved SIX 

(5)  John won a bronze medal, and Bill even won a SILVER medal 

 

 But Keeping the universal is legitimate 

 p is required to be stronger than all qs in C (a subset of ||p||
F
): 

 E.g. we can say that C in (4) and (5) involve only 2 properties:  

{x solved 5 problems, x solved 6 problems} 

{x won a bronze medal, x won a silver medal} 

 

  

                                                           
2
 I remain neutral here wrt to the ‘polarity / scope’ debate.  
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Third point: the nature of the scale: noteworthiness instead of liklyhood  
- Llikelihood (p is less likely than all (contextually supplied) alternatives) (K&P) 

o But Rullman (2007), Lahiri (2008) object:  

 

(6) Both tools are strong. The one on the right is made of strong aluminum, and the one on 

the left is even made of STEEL. 

 

 No implication that being made of steel is less likely than being made of strong 

aluminum. 

 Noteworthyness seems to be a better characterization of the scale here. 

 I.e. p is required to be more noteworthy than q (e.g. wrt strength) 

 

 Another argument for noteworthiness-based, and against likelihood-based scales with 

even? - Even and Logical strength. 
 

 Logical strength of p is usually taken as a sufficient condition for the felicity of even p, 

(though, not a necessary condition): 
 

 No Necessary condition: This is even made of STEEL / He is even a FULL 

professor - Clearly no necessity for p to entail the alternatives. 

 But sufficient condition: E.g. Chierchia (2013): “if A entails B, B cannot be less 

likely than A (no matter which (probability) measure one chooses), for A is true in 

fewer situations than B.” p. 

 Thus, if p entails q,  

 And even p requires p to be less likely than q 

 and even p is uttered when q is an alternative 

 then this is supposed to be sufficient to make even p felicitous: 

Supported by:  
(7) John read two  books. Mary even read THREE books 

(8) John read some books. Mary even read ALL books 

(9)  #John even read ONE book  

o Crnic 2012:  infelicitous since reading one book entails reading e.g. 2, 3, etc. 

books, and is hence MORE likely than the alternatives 

 

But consider (10): 

(10) John drank tea or coffee, and Mary (#even) drank TEA 

 Clearly drank tea  drank tea or coffee,  

 And is hence less likely than it  

 But even is infelicitous. 

 

 Not only with disjunction:  

(11)  This container has apples. And this one (#even) has BIG apples 

 Infelicitous unless you know that the first container has no big apples 

(12) This container has fish eggs, and this one (#even) has CAVIAR 

 Infelicitous unless you know that the first container has no caviar
3
 

                                                           
3
 Thanks to Danny Fox (p.c.) for this observation 
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 I.e. With both explicit disjunction and existential indefinites, even is infelicitous when the 

logically stronger p is true in a narrower domain than q 

  Narrowing the domain of apples to that of big apples 

 Narrowing the domain of fish eggs to that of caviar.  

 

 So, a descriptive generalization:  

 

 

 

 

 This  may be taken as another argument indicating that the relevant scale that even 

operates on is notworthyness-scale and not likelihood-based: 

o Drinking tea is less likely than drinking tea or coffee 

o But is intuitively not more significant / more noteworthy than drinking tea or 

coffee.  

 why? This will require a precise understanding of‘noteworhtynes 

 The explanation wrt even will have to wait for further research 

 …but it will turn out to be relevant for the analysis of BIXLAL with 

indefinites later on (see section 3).  
  

Interim summary:  

 Scalar presupposition of even: p is more noteworthy than all qs in C. 

 No domain narrowing for even. 

 

Section 2: Unaccened bixlal (in scalar contexts)
4
 

 

Main claim: bixlal is an ‘even-like’ operator over standard, external alternatives 

(with strong contextual dependency) 
 

- Two expressions in Hebrew which can be used as even:  

 afilu – the standard translation of even  

 and unaccented bixlal.  

 

(12) (Both Danny and Yosi succeeded in the competition) 

Naxon. dani kibel medalyat arad, ve-yosi  bixlal / afilu kibel medalyat KESEF 

 Right. Danny got medal     bronze and-Yosi bixlal/ even got medal        silver 

 “Right. Danny got a bronze medal, and Yosi bixlal / even got a SILVER medal  

(13) (Seller to client: Both tools are strong) 

ze     asuy  mi-aluminyum, ve-ze    bixlal / afilu asuy mi-PLADA 

this made of almuminum and-this bixlal / even made of-steel 

“This one is made of aluminum, and this is bixlal / even made of STEEL 

 

                                                           
4
 I briefly look at apparently nonscalar cases in section 4 

NO DOMAIN NARROWING FOR EVEN  
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 A difference between bixlal and even / afilu
5
:  bixlal is much more strongly context 

dependent  than even / afilu: 

 

 Observation # 1: If there is no explicit salient alternative in the context, bixlal is 

infelicitous, while even / afilu are fine: the relevant alternative can be rather easily 

accommodated: 

(14) (The competition was really succesful)  

 Dani afilu / #bixlal kibel MEDALYA 

Danny even / bixlal got  MEDAL 

“Danny even / #bixlal got a MEDAL 

 

 Observation # 2: When there is an explicit salient alternative in the context,  afilu / 

even can ignore it (and use an accommodated alternative instead), but bixlal cannot: 

 

(15) (Both Danny and Yosi succeeded):  

Naxon. dani kibel medalyat ahav , ve-yosi  ?afilu /  bixlal kibel medalyat KESEF 

 Right. Danny got medal     gold      and-Yosi  ?even / #bixlal got medal        silver 

“Right. Danny got a gold medal, and Yosi ? even / # bixlal got a SILVER medal  

(16) (The exam was easy) 

    Dani kibel tish’im, ve-yosi ?afilu / # bixlal kibel SHMONIM 

    Dani got ninety and-yosi ?even / #bixlal  got       EIGHTY 

  “Dani got ninety and-yosi ?even / #bixlal  got       EIGHTY” 

  

 Observation # 3:  Universal quantification is steel needed: It is not enough to say here 

that with bixlal p has to be stronger than a salient alternative (cf. Kay’s (1990) ‘context 

proposition)): 

o See what happens when we have more than one salient alternative: 

 

(17)  (The competition was great)  

Dani kibel medalyat zahav. Yosi       arad,       ve-avi (#bixlal) kibel medalyat KESEF 

Dani got    medal   GOLD  Yosi got BRONZE and-Avi (#bixlal) got medal  SILVER  

“Dani got a GOLD medal. Yosi got a BRONZE and-Avi (#bixlal) got a SILVER medal” 

 

 p still has to be stronger than ALL salient propositions. 

o i.e. universal quantification is still needed for the scalar presupposition of bixlal 

(similarly to even) 

 

 Conclusion: bixlal is more strongly context dependent than even/afilu 

 But it is not alone: it is similar to other even-like particles cross-linguistically:  

                                                           
5
 Other difference between bixlal  and even/ afilu: (i)  Syntactic position (bixlal tends to appear preVP / XP) and (ii)  

Exclusive component for bixlal (cf. and Japanese deka-demo (Nakanishi (2006))) 
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 Spanish Incluso  or Hindi Bhii  (Schwenter & Vasishth (2001) 

o They too require contextually salient alternatives 

 

 -  All exhibit “strong contextual felicity” constraints (Beaver & von Fintel 2013) 

 Perhaps with such particles, the relevant alternatives predicates to P must be present in 

the “discourse set”   

o Wagner (2012): The discourse set, , contains salient (e.g. previously mentioned) 

linguistic material: 

 

 Implementation for bixlal (using a cross categorical entry (cf. Amaral & del prete 2010 

for almost)):
 6

 

 

(18)  ||bixlal||
g,c

: C. P<,t>. x. w: Q<,t> C [Q  P(x) >c Q(x)]. P(x)(w) = 1 

Where C is a set of properties (type <,t> )
7
 

 

 

 To illustrate: 

(19)  Dani professor    xaver      ve-yosi       bixlal [professor min ha-minyan]F 

Dani professor associate   and-yosi   bixlal    professor  full 

“Danny is an associate professor ve-yosi is bixlal a FULL professor” 

 

(19) is defined iff:  Q<,t> C [Q  full professor (Yosi) >c Q(yosi)] 

{associate professor}    
I.e. defined iff Full Professor (Yosi) >  associate professor (Yosi)  

Once defined: full Professor (Yosi) (w) = 1 

 

 

Section 3: Accented bixlal (BIXLAL) 
 

 Main claim: Same ‘even-like’ operation as nonaccented bixlal –  

o but operating on ‘internal’ alternatives. 

 

We are going to examine three cases:  

Case #1: BIXLAL with one dimensional adjective (Greenberg & Khrizman 2011, 

2012) 

Case #2: BIXLAL with multi dimensional adjevtives (Greenberg & Khrizman 

2011, 2012) – with some finer grained distinctions  

Case # 3: BIXLAL with indefinites (New stuff). 

 

                                                           
6
 Alternatively  we can Require the alternatives for bixlal to be derived using a more constrained ‘substitution 

source’ (Fox & Katzir (2007), Katzir (2013)) for bixlal than for even / afilu, namely one where the focused element 

is only replaced by salient material.  

 
7
 Alternatively, we can simply require that with bixlal C only contains salient alternatives (beside P itself), i.e. that 

QC QP Q 
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Case # 1: BIXLAL  with one-dimensional adjectives (Greenberg & Khrizman (2012) 

 

(20)    dani gavoha, ve-  yosi BIXLAL gavoha 

          Dani tall       and-yosi BIXLAL tall 

   “Danny is tall, and Yosi is definitely tall / very tall / taller”  

 

 We follow Egg & Zimmermann’s (2011) approach to accented DOCH:  

 Bixlal is accented, since gavoha (‘tall’) is deaccented (i.e. accent shifts to bixlal) 

 gavoha (‘tall’) is deaccented because it is given, i.e. salient in the context. 

o Wagner (2012): ‘given’ elements: those present in the discourse set  (not 

necessarily in the CG) 

 Remember that the scalar presupposition of bixlal requires P(x) to be stronger than Q(x), 

For all salient alternatives Q, i.e. for all Q. 

o In (20):  tall   (since it given). 
o Can this salient gavoha (‘tall’) function as an alternative to gavoha (‘tall’) in the 

prejacent (tallP) ? 

 This would seem to lead to the clearly false (21), where P(x) is taken to be  

stronger  / more noteworthy than itself: 

 

(21) tallP (x) > tallsalient (x) 

 

 However, this does seem to be possible when we interpret the salient alternative tallsalient 

differently from the original predicate tall. 

 We do that by exploiting a covert variable in P, and assigning it two different values: 

 Suppose we take P to be ‘pos tall’ under  Kennedy & McNally (2005):  

o P = pos tall: x.d dstand(tall)  tall(x) =d 

 Where the ‘standard’ variable is contextually determined (e.g. given 

the salient comparison class) 

 

 x.d dstand(tall)  tall(x) =d   

 

 To make post tall more noteworthy than this apparently identical salient alternative, we 

assign the standard variable in it a higher value (e.g. relative to a another comparison  

class): 

 

 I.e. x.d dstand(tall)  tall(x) =d in the prejacent has standardhigh 

 

 I.e. we can use (20) to say that Danny is tall relative to the salient standard, whereas Yosi 

is tall relative to a higher standard (e.g. the standard of basket ball players): 

  

(20)    dani gavoha, ve-  yosi BIXLAL gavoha 

          Dani tall       and-yosi BIXLAL tall 
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a. ScalarP of (20):  

d dstandhigh(tall)  tall(yosi) =d >c d d standlow(tall)  tall(yosi) =d 

 “That Yosi’s degree of tallness is equal to or exceeds a high standard 

is more noteworthy than 

That Yosi’s degree of tallnesss is equal to or exceeds the salient standard” 

 

 b. Assertion of (20):  

  d dstandhigh(tall)  tall(yosi) = (d) (w) = T in w 

“Yosi’s degree of tallness is equal to or higher than the high standard” 

o This implicates that given the salient standard Yosi is indeed VERY tall  / 

definitely tall 

And that Yosi is taller than Danny.
 8

 

 

 With negated sentences we end up with the reversed ordering of the standards: 

    

(21) dani     lo gavoha. ve-yosi BIXLAL lo gavoha / ve-yosi  lo gavoha BIXLAL  

      Danny not tall and-yosi    BIXLAL  not tall    / and-yosi not tall       BIXLAL 

“Danny is not tall, and Yosi is definitely not tall / not tall AT ALL” 

 

 I assume that here bixlal associates with the negated predicate: not pos tall.
9
  

 x.d dstand(tall)  tall(x) =d   

 

 Using the same mechanism as before, we ensure that P(x) is stronger than(x), but this 

time by assigning standard  in the prejacent a lower value than the salient standard:  

o Danny is not tall under the salient standard, and Yosi is even not tall under a 

lower standard 

o E.g. Danny is not tall relative to the standard of 10-year olds,  

And Yosi is not even tall relative to the standard of 8 years old. 

 

Conclusion so far: 

  bixlal differs from even / afilu in  

                                                           
8 Notice that this assertion does not yet guarantee that danny’s brother is taller than Danny: 

For Danny: Strictly speaking, even if standhigh > standlow, Danny can be still taller than Yosi 

  Since Danny is tall requires that the degree to which he is tall is equal to or higher than the lower standard 

 But, given the assertion in (20b), we end up with the scalar implicature in (i): 

(i)  d dstandlow (tall)  tall(danny’s brother) =d = T in w 

 d dstandhigh(tall)  tall(danny’s brother) =d = F in w 

I.e. Danny is as tall, or taller than standlow, but not as tall or taller than standhigh. 

 
9
  Another similarity between even and afilu in Hebrew is that, unlike the English even, must scope above 

negation: 

Danny afilu / bixlal lo gavoha 

#Dani lo afilu / bixlal gavoha 

But it may be the case that with other DE operators they do need to scope above negation at LF (“scope 

theory” or be considered ambiguous (‘polarity’ theory). In this talk I remain neutral with respect to this 

debate. 
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1. in its strong contextual dependence (e.g. inability to ignore salient alternatives)  

2. in its ability to operate on ‘internal alternatives’ when accented:  

a. External alternatives = standard “Roothian” alternatives: differ from P in that a 

focused element is replaced by a different element, of the same semantic type 

b. Internal alternatives: differ from P in that a focused element is replaced by the 

same element, with a different value assigned to a covert argument / variable in 

this element 

i. In this case:  a standard variable 

 (Are properties 1 and 2 related? 

  Does BIXLAL simply associates with the covert variable? 

o To be discussed at the end of the talk)   

 

 

A question:  
 Can we really say that pos tall is given, and at the same time assign the stand variable a 

different value than the one in the ‘salient’ antecedent?  

 I.e. more generally: shouldn’t values to covert variables in a ‘given’ expression be 

‘given’ as well? 

Answer:  

 No. Variables can indeed get two different values. This happens with free focus as well: 

 

(22) A: Danny is tall. 

B: This probably runs in their family. His 10 year old son is VERY tall 

 

 “tall’ is given in B’s utterance (and hence deaccented).   

o Accent shifts to the degree modifier (Wagner (2012)) 

 But clearly  the stand variables in the two sentences does not have the same value! 

 

 

Case # 2: BIXLAL with multidimensional adjectives (following  Greenebrg & Khrizman 

(2011) with some finer grained distinctions). 

 

 Sassoon (2013): Multidimensional ajdectives involve quantification  over dimensions / a 

covert degree function measuring the number of dimensions:  

o Multidimensional A: d. x. x is A in d-many DIM  

o Presuppositoin:  DIM is a relevant dimension of A. 

 

 Where   x is A w.r.t. DIM is true iff x is DIM  to a degree sufficient for A (the degree 

to which x has DIM is above the standard for As 

 

 For some adjectives  the default value for d is given lexically: 

a. Ill: existential: To be ill is to have a degree above the norm in (at least) one 

(relevant) respect (e.g. having sugar problems or heart problems is enough 

i. Ill: d 1 (existential) 

ii. Ill: x.  DIM x is ill w.r.t. DIM (ps. DIM is a relevant dimension of ill) 
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b. Healthy:  Universal: to be healthy is to have a degree above the norm in all 

(relevant) resepcts 

i. Healthy: d = |DIM(A)| 

ii. x.  DIM x is healthy w.r.t. DIM (ps. DIM is a relevant dimension of 

healthy) 

 

We can now see that BIXLAL will give different results when associating with these adjectives:  

 BIXLAL healthy:  

(23) dani bari,     ve-    yosi   BIXLAL    bari 

          dani healthy  and  yosi    BIXLAL   healthy 

 “Danny is healthy, and Yosi is definitely healthy / even healthier”  

 

 For healthy, both P and Psalient  involves universal quantification over relevant  

dimensions (‘healthy w.r.t. to all relevant dimensions). 

 How to make P(x) >noteworthy Psalient(x) ?  

 Widen the domain of relevant dimensions for healthy in the prejacent, so even 

minor / irrelevant dimensions are quantified over  

 Indeed, a natural scenario for uttering (24): 

 Danny is healthy, he doesn’t have heart problems,  sugar 

problems, etc. 

 And Yosi is BIXLAL healthy: he doesn’t even have a COLD 

  

 BIXLAL ill: 

(24) In this hospital we treat children with diabetes, heart problems, and kidney 

problems  

A: Le-  dani     yeS       maxalat    klayot.  

   To- Danny there-is illness-of  kidneys 

   “Danny has a kidney disease” 

B: ve-yosi     BIXlAL   xole.  

   And-yosi   BIXLAL  ill.   

“And Yosi is definitely ill / even more ill” 

   

 For  ill in A’s utterance d =1 (ill wrt one dimension) 

 Hence the strategy to make P(s) >c Psalient(x) can be to interpret ill in B’s utterance wrt 

more dimensions: 

o This can be done in two ways: 

 d>1…and Yosi is BIXLAL ill: he also has heart problems 

 Or d =|DIM(ill)|…and Yosi is BIXLAL ill: he has all the (relevant) 

illnesses  
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 i.e. Unlike BIXLAL healthy : with BIXLAL ill  - no necessary universal quantication over 

dimensions – not even over all salient dimensions (e.g. no implication that Danny also 

has diabetes)  

 and no domain widening (in the stronger statement we don’t consider ‘minor’ properties). 

o (Unlike Anderseen’s (2006) analysis of uberhaupt) 

 

 As predicted, we get the opposite results with negation: 

 Yosi lo bari BIXLAL ( not healthy at all):  e.g. he even has heart problems 

 Yosi lo xole BIXLAL ( not ill at all): e.g. he doesn’t even have a minor disease (e.g. a 

cold) 

 

Case # 3: BIXLAL with indefinite BPs 

 Until now we saw that BIXLAL is felicitous with both positive and negative sentences, 

and yeilds opposite values of the variable in P and Psalient 

o With indefinites theree is a strong felicity contrast between negative and positive 

uses of BIXLAL: 

 Consider (25) (based on Kadmon & Landman’s (1993) “potatoes” 

example with any): 

(25)  

A: Yes lexa tapuxey adama? 

   Have you potatoes 

“Do you have potatoes?” 

 

B1: lo. Ein li tapuxey adama BIXLAL  

      No. Not-have I potatoes BIXLAL 

    “No. I don’t have potatoes BIXLAL  I don’t have potatoes at all” 

 

B2:  ken. #yeS li   tapuxey adama BIXLAL 

       Ken. have I  potatoes BIXLAL 

      “#Yes. I have potatoes BIXLAL”    

 

 Why do we get this contrast? 

o  In the negative case we naturally interpret the BP in the preajacnet as an 

existential indefinite under negation: 

 

(26) x potato (x)  Have (<I,x>) 
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 What strategy is used to make the prejacent stronger (more noteworthy) than the 

salient alternative ? 

o Answer: We seem to use domain widening / or a more liberal precision 

standard  (similarly to not ill BIXLAL ): 

 

 

 

(27) x potatowideD (x)  Have (<I,x>) >c x potatonaroowD (x)  Have (<I,x>)}
10

 

 

 E.g.  If the salinet proposition comes out as “I don’t have big potatoes”, the strengthened 

prejacent will be: I don’t have potatoes in a wider domain, e.g. not even small ones,  

 

 But, if domain widening / using a more liberal precision standard can be used in the 

negative case, why not use domain narrowing / a more strict precision standard with 

the positive case? 

o I.e. why not interpret #yeS litapuxey adama BIXLAL (“I have potatoes BIXLAL”) 

as in (28)? 

(28) x potatonarrowD (x)  Have (<I,x>)  >c x potatowideD (x)  Have (<I,x>)}  

- In this case we will end up with the alternatives in (29): 

 (29) a. Salient alternative (in  a wide domain): I have potatoes, big or small (salient) 

b. The prejancet (in the subdomain): I have big potatots  

 

 Clearly (29b) entails (29a), and is hence logically stronger.  

o Why is bixlal bad here?  

o Should we build domain widening into the semantics of bixlal (cf. Kadmon & 

Landman’s 1993 proposal for any, Anderssen (2006) for uberhaupt)? 

 

 This would be problematic given the previous data: 

o No domain widening with one dimensional adjectives (..and yosi is BIXLAL tall) 

o And not with existential multi-dimensional adjectives (…and Yosi is BIXLAL ill) 

 And this would mean that (accented) BIXLAL differs from (nonaccented) bixlal 

 I.e. it is not an ‘even’-operator .  

- Do we have to assume that? 

 Answer: No!  

                                                           
10 Following Stanly &Szabo 2000 we can take the domain restriction to restricts the CN. 
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 Remember the novel observations about even: 

(30)  

a. John drank tea or coffee, and Mary (#even) drank TEA 

b. This container has fish eggs, and this one (#even) has CAVIAR (infelicitous  unless 

you know that the first container has no caviar) 

 

 Above we used these to show that  

 Logical strength of p is not enough to make even p felicitous 

 Domain narrowing (for an existential claim) is blocked for even (“No domain 

narrowing for even) 

 

 Crucially - whatever the mechanism which blocks domain narrowing with even is, it 

seems to operate for bixlal as well.  

 So, in fact, the infelicity of  #yeS litapuxey adama BIXLAL (“I have potatoes 

BIXLAL”) supports an even –based analysis: 

 

Summary so far 

 Bixlal is a generalized even:  

o It presupposes that its prejacet is more noteworthy than all alternatives. 

o Two main differences between even and bixlal: 

 Bixlal  is more constrained than even: Strong context dependency (cannot live without, 

and cannot ignore salient alternatives)
 
 

 Bilxlal is also more flexible than even : Can operate on ‘internal’ alternatives: 

 Those which differ from the prejacent in the value to a variable introduced by the 

associate 

 

 In fact, the flexibility of bixlal (relative to even), is even more noteworthy! 
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Section # 4:  

Apparently non-scalar bixlal:  Noteworthyness in the domain of speech acts  

 Above we noted that unaccented bixlal is infelicitous iff P(x) is not more 

noteworthy that Q(x) (31): 

o This is predicted by an ‘even-based’ analysis of bixlal: 

 

(31)  (Context: Both Danny and Yosi succeeded):  

dani kibel tiSH’im, ve-yosi ( #bixlal) kibel  SHMONIM 

Danny got 90       and-Yosi bixlal got         80 

“Danny got 90 and Yosi (#bixlal)  got 80” 

 

But in other contexts this is just fine: 

 

(32)  A:  Did Danny and Yosi get the same grade? 

B: lo. dani kibel tiSH’im, ve-yosi bixlal kibel  SHMONIM 

   No. Danny got 90       and-Yosi bixlal got         80 

“No. Danny got 90 and Yosi bixlal (actually)  got EIGHTY” 

 

  

 In addition, sometimes bixlal  is fine although there is no scalar ordering between P and 

Q (Migorn (2003)):  

 

(33)  A:  le-dani     yeS      einaym kxulot 

   To-dani  there-is  eye      blue 

   “Danny has blue eyes” 

  B: lo. yeS         lo        bixlal eiynam be-ceva TURKIZ 

             No. there is to-him  bixlal eyes   in-color turquoise 

           “No. He bixlal ( actually) has TURQUOISE eyes” 

  

 Greenberg & Khrizman (2012) 

 These uses of unaccented involves denial,  

 and the denial speech act is strengthened by the presence of bixlal 

 Using a proposition to express the speech act (“I deny that…”) these can be 

paraphrased using even: 

(32’)  Not only  do I deny that Yosi and Danny got the same grade. I even deny that they 

got something SIMILAR 

(33’) Not only do I deny that Danny has blue eyes. I even deny that he has some CLOSE 

to it  

 i.e. strong implication that B takes turquoise to be significantly different from 

blue) 
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 Support:  In a situation where the denial is either explicitly or contextually 

marked as ‘weak’, or not noteworthy, the use of unaccented bixlal is odd: 

(34)  A: le-dani     yeS      einaym kxulot 

     To-dani  there-is  eye      blue 

  “Danny has blue eyes” 

 B:  #lo be-diyuk / mamaS lo.  yeS         lo        bixlal eiynam be-ceva TURKIZ 

     Not precisely. Really not. there is to-him  bixlal eyes   in-color turquoise 

     #Not precisely / Absolutely not.  He bixlal (actually) has TURQUOISE eyes” 

 

(How to model ‘noteworthy denial’? 

 A degree modifier for a denial operator  type <<<d,t>,t>, <t,t>>)11 

 Can be overtly realized by You are VERY wrong / You are far from 

truth / Nonsense! / bulshit!) 

 More noteworthy denial downdates not only the assertion in A’s utterance, but 

also implications and / or presupositions (Spenader  & Meier (2009)).  

(See Greenberg & Khrizman 2012 for discussion)) 

 

  

                                                           
11 Correction can be taken to involve modifying A's statement with a scalar predicate (of sentences) 

(type <<d,t>,t>), e.g. WRONG. 

 In unmodified corrections (A;Rina is French B: No. She is [Belgiam]F) WRONG 

combines with a covert pos (type <<<d,t>,t>, <t,t>>) indicates that the degree of 

wrongness of A's statement is equal to / above the standard for wrongness  

 (e.g. there is at least a non-ignorable difference between A's false statement, and 

B's true alternative) 

 Whereas with intensified corrections (as in (A;Rina is French B: No. She is  bixlal 

[Belgiam] F) WRONG combines with an intensifier to produce a higher degree of 

'wrongness' of A's statement. 
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Section 5. bixlal in wider perspective: Other internal alternative sensitive 

operators 

 DOCH vs. doch (Egg & Zimmerman 2011) 

DOCH – (when the prejacent is given): operates on two versions of p, with two 

different values to VERUM focus. 

 

 STAM vs. stam (Dina Orenstein’s talk yesterday):  An exclusive (rank order) 

(merely) 

 ze stam SHAON “This is not more a watch” (not e.g. a car) 

 ze STAM shaon “This is not more than a simple / standard watch” (not a special 

watch) 

 

 x aval X:  (based on joint work with Revital Shitrit): 

o Literally: x but X 

o Very similar to x, and I mean, X
12

 

(35)  Kol, aval KOL ha-studentim higi’u 

           All, but ALL  the-students     arrived 

 “All, and I mean ALL students arrived” 

(36)     hu gavoha, aval GAVOHA 

      he tall,        but   tall 

    “He is tall, and I mean TALL 

 

 We are contrasting here what appears to be two identical alternatives 

 But they are interpreted differently by assigning a variable in x two different values – 

o A different domain restriction on the quantifier in (35)  

- Notice also: 

o  x1 is accented (‘new’), and x2 is much more strongly accented, which makes it 

semantically stronger 

 ‘Contrast’ marking’? 

 Seems to be prosodically stronger and lengthened 

 And we can get this prosody with no apparent contrast too 

(perhaps with expected material?): 

(37) A L L students arrived! / He is T A L L! 

 

                                                           
12 These are a bit similar to cases of Contrastive Reduplication (the salad-salad cases)  
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 More or less – (Based on joint work with Moria Ronen) 

 Amaral & del Prete (2010): Almost is an operator with a polar and a proximity 

componentns  and it is focus sensitive: 

(38)  

a. John almost DANCED at six   

b.  John almost danced at SIX 

- Both say that John didn’t dance at six: 

 (38a) he did something ELSE (close to dancing) at 6 

 (38b) He danced at ANOTHER time (earlier and close to 6) 

- i.e.  operating on standard, ‘external’ alternatives 

But now look at More or less: It seems ‘focus sensitive’ just as almost is: 

But the alternatives are ‘internal’: precision standard based: 

 

(39)  

a. John almost DANCED at six    

b.  John almost danced at SIX 

(39a): John danced at six, under a more liberal standard for what counts as ‘danced’. 

(39b): John danced at six, under a more liberal standard for what counts as six 
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Section 6: Summary and Open questions: 

 

1. Bixlal  - A unified analysis as an ‘even’ –like operator 

(with some extra advantages: 

- Storng NPIs and even : An ‘even’ based account for negative BIXLAL, with its at all use 

(John is not healthy at all) is supported by independent claims about overt or covert even 

in the semantics of NPIs  (Lahiri, Nakanishi, Chierchia 2013) 

- Negative bias in questions with bixlal (ata bixlal yodea anglit? Do you, even, know 

English? 

-   

2. Some insights about even  

- Logical strength of p is not a sufficient condition for the felicity of even p 

- Domain narrowing is blocked for even-like operations 

o Perhaps innocent exclusion is involved (Fox 2007) here too? 

 

3. Internal  Alternative Sensitive operators: 

These seem to operate on different interpreational alternatives of their prejacent / associate,  

 By assigning a covert argument / variable in this prejacnet / associate two 

distinct values. 

 And there are different prosodic strategies for triggering these alternatives: 

o Accented operators due to givenness and hence deaccentation of 

the associates:  

a. DOCH / BIXLAL / STAM  

o Supper-strong accentation on an associate  

a. hu gavoha, aval G A V O HA /         He is tall and I mean 

T A A L / He is T A A L  

o  Standard ‘new’ accenting of the associate:  

 Mary more or less danced at SIX 
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Open Questions: 

 What do “Internal-alternative-sensitive operators associate with? 

- Shouldn’t we simply say that these operators associate with the covert arguments? 

         (20)    dani gavoha, ve-  yosi BIXLAL gavoha 

                   Dani tall       and-yosi BIXLAL tall 

           “Danny is tall, and Yosi is definitely tall / very tall / taller”  

 

- Perhaps bixlal associates here with the covert standard variable (and takes a variable 

with a different value as an alternative)? 

- Or perhaps DOCH simply associate with the covert verum focus operator? 

 

 Can we have association with covert material? (cf……) 

 Is the covert argument always c-commanded by the operator? (e.g. precision 

standard based indices in the case of John more or less danced at SIX)? 

 

 How to explain / derive the existence of internal alternatives? 

o What is it that allows / forces certain operators, but not others, to operate on 

‘internal alternative’? 

 E.g. why can bixlal but not afilu / even operate on such alternatives? 

 Why can the Hebrew stam, but not rak only and not merely do that? 

 Is this simply a lexical property? Perhaps another parameter which is relevant for 

taxonomies of FSE? 

 Can it be derived from other properties of these operators? 

 E.g. perhaps what allows accented BIXLAL to operate on internal 

alternatives when its associate is given is its ‘strong context dependency’? 

o I.e. its inability to ignore salient alternatives (even when unaccented)? 

o This seems to be the case for DOCH as well (Egg & Zimmermann (2011)). 

o But….Incluso (Spanish) and bhii (Hindi) seem to have ‘strong 

felicity constraint as well, 

a. And they don’t seem to be able to operate on internal 

alternatives  
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 What can we learn from the existence of ‘internal alternative sensitive’ operators on 

the relationship between focus, QUD and givenesss? 

o Givenness: We have already seen how givenness and deaccenteation sometimes 

trigger internal alternatives (BIXLAL / STAM / DOCH) 

o QUD; But in case an accented element gives rise to ‘internal alternatives (x, and I 

mean X, or Mary more or less danced at SIX ) things are more difficult: 

 How to reconcile the data with the view that focus identifies the QUD and 

that the focus semantic value is a superset of the QUD? 

 When did Mary dance? 

 She more or less danced at SIX 

o Here the set of alternatives that more or less operates on does not seem to be a 

superset of the QUD  

 Unless you accommodate a different QUD…. 

 

So – much more work to be be done! 

  

Thank You! 

And thanks to  

Keren Khrizman,  

Dina Orenstein,  

Moria Ronen  

and Revital Shitrit  

– research assistants in the ISF project on Hebrew FSEs   
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